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Ei ght Pages

Fire Officials Move On UMPG·,
Move Seen To Limit Social Events
State fire officials
are attempting to crack
down on the Univers i ty
of Maine at Po r tlandGorham afte r a complaint
from the head of a 13
man police detail hired
by the Student Affairs
Committee at the Al ice
Cooper Concert a week
ago Saturday .
The
crack down attempt
came after the police
detail allowed two
sports jacket suited
narchotics agents into
the concert fre e by a
side door .
Sergeant Daniel Quir
Quirk, head of the detail providi ng security
at the event , reportedly called the Portland
Police Depar tment requesting a state fire
inspector because of
possible overcrowded
conditions and pot
smoking. State fire
officials refused this
past week t o identify

..

who called them.
Woodbury Ridley, the
inspector, arrived and
was enraged according
to reports of bystanders.
He tried to arrest at
least twc administrators,
witnesses report.
"I bet people are
using needles in there,"
Ridley is reported to
have stated. He complained about a person
on the rafters and demanded that a meeting
be held between him,
his boss and school
officials.
Harry Rollins, Assistant Director of State
Fire Prevention was contacted by Ridley and
on Tuesday met in Ed
Salmon's office. Salmon is the chief engineer for the University
of Maine.
Also in
attendance were Howard
Mccaslin and Duane Corson, plant superinten(continued on back page)

Monks Says Hathaway D id Special
Things For Him, Hathaway
Denies Assetion

A

Scene from Marathon

r Events l n ~
Perspect ive

I Marathon Plays Here Friday

I

Monday
3:30 "Oil Refinery Fight
No. 1: SP vs MCF (or How
It Was Done In South
Portland) , " by Remo
Riciputi, Faculty Colloquium, Open to All,
Free.
Tuesday
7:30 Bucky Filler Films,
The Structure of Nature
or "I'm Going to Take
You to Breakfast Yesterday Morning." Synergy
or Nobody Can Throw A
Straight Ball." Bailey
Auditorium, Free.
Wednesday
3:15 Women's Basketball,
Bates College, Gorham
gym, Free.
3:15 Women's Badminton,
Bates College, Gorham
gym, Free.
7:00 International Student Congress on Evangelism, Film, Hastings
Formal, Free.

Marathon, the play by
ex-drug addicts, is set
to go this Friday night
in Luther Bonney Hall.
Jack Anderson, who two
weeks ago was suppose
to be the first in the
distinguished lecture
series has been rescheduled for April
11th.
The play is a capsuled view of the philosophy and tethniques
used by Marathon House
in the rehabiJ.J. tat.1.uu
of addicts.
Eig:i'~ c .. addicts age 15 to 23

years old, who are pre sently residents of the
House, recreate scenes
that take place during
addiction and rehabilitation.
Indirectly
they also make an effective commentary on our
society and the circumstances that lead
people to drug abuse.
The philosophy is
that while the play's
content uses drugs as
a theme , it is really
a testimony and appeal
for communication.
It
doesn't say "don't smoke"

Former School Committee Member
Called Portland High On Moscowitz

A month ago, the
Viking reported that
a school committee member had contacted university officials complaining that school
officials had not been
provided the poliitical
background on Larry
Moscowitz who was student teaching at PortThursday
land High School. An
investigation was
7: 00 UMPG VS UMPI, Maine
launched by this newsWomen's Intercollegiate
paper last week when
Basketball Championship,
William Soule of the
Hill Gym, Free.
UMPG School of Educa7:30 "Point Blank," (1967) tion described that
by John Boorman, Interpart of the story, a
national Films, Bailey
according to his conAuditorium, Free.
tacts, as totally
untrue. He stated
Friday
that he had been in
touch with school
6: 30 "Right To Read"
committee members and
State Conference, Openfound no information
ing Ceremonies and Banat all to support the
quet, Open to Public,
story.
Gorham cafeteria, $2.50.
A thorough investi7:30 Marathon, play by
gation reveals the following:
(continued on back page)

Ward Sherwood , who
was defeated in a nineman race for three seat
seats on the Portland
School CoffiIT1:ittee in
December, made the complaining phone call to
a school official at
Portland High School
prior to his leaving
the committee.
The report that it was made
to a university official appears to be
erroneous.
Walter Hansen, who
was acting Portland
High principal due to
the illness of Howard
Reiche, states that he
was the one who received the call.
The acting principal
states "Sherwood had
asked what the story
was and we replied that
Moscowitz was a student
teacher here .
That was
the extent of it .
I
did not call anybody on
it,
II

or "don't use dope" ...
it rather says "Stop
Copping Out!" . .. Turn on
to Yourself and Others
Without Drugs.
It is
a challenge to communicate and to care.
This point is made
when the play ends with
a series of encounter
sessions where members
brutually attack the
deceptions of a fellow
resident unable to
communicate with his
peers.
They destroy
his deceptions ... humiliating him to the point
of Honesty.
He is left
raw ... and in this state,
he screams out his need
for Love. At this moment, the honest, desperate cry is answered
bv the embrace of an(continued on back page)

Sherwood upon prodded
questioning stated that
he "did not call any
university official."
He confirmed that Soule
had called him last
Monday.
The former school
committee member swore
that he "did not say
anything about Moscowitz in an executive
session or special session of the school committee . "
However when he was
asked directly if he
had called Hansen on
the matter, Sherwood
replied that he "would
prefer no further comment . "
,
Rodney Wells, Portland School Superintendant , was extremely
_:_cooperative.
He stated
(continued on back page)

Robert Monks, primary
challenger to Senator
Margaret Chase Smith,
states that beca use
William Hathaway, who
is virtual l y assured of
being the Democratic
contender for the same
office, spent considerable time with him,
the young Cape Elizabeth multi-millionaire
was the largest contributor to Hathaway's
campaign a couple of
years ago.
Hathaway's Washington
office confirmed that
Monks had given $3500
to the congressman's
campaign four years ago.
"I was asking him
(Hathaway) to do things
beyond his duty as a
congressman in areas I
had an interest in,"
Monks told a U. S.
Foreign Policy class
last Thursday.
"Not that he did anything wrong but he
spent a great deal of
time with me , " the senatorial aspirant told
the UMPG students.
Congressman Hathaway
told the Viking in a
telephone conversation
last Thursday from his
office in Washington
that he did not even
talk with Monks.
"I

Hathaway, pictured here
last year, denies Monks
even talked with him~

don't recall any meeting or conversation
with Robert Monks during the 1968 campaign."
"I think what Monks
was talking about is
that I was a very strong
advocate for the Machiasport Free Trade
Zone.
There was a
great deal of interest
in that," Hathaway recalled.
Monks was allegedly
part of a company interested in that program.
The congressman
added "this I was doinq
not for Bob Monks, not
for any individual but
for the state."
In other answers,
(continued on back page)

Public Works Blamed
For Friday Classes
The lateness of the
hour that called off
Portland schools a week
ago Friday and contributed to UMPG holding
c l asses during the hazardous weather condi tions was the fault of
the public works department, according to a
Portland school official.
"Normally public
works calls me prior
to five o ' clock," states
Rodney Wells, Portland
School Superintendant .
"I went to bed thf night
0

before and the first
time I knew about the
weather was at 6:45
when an irate parent
called me and woke me
UP•

II

"Since that time I
called public works and
they said that they did
not think the roads
were that bad," Wpllc
continued.
"They have
now been told that if
there is a remote possibility that school
should not be held to
call me prior to five."
(continued on back page)
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_PoGo PunJabs
Secretary Eddie Beard made
an important contribution
to the prevention of noise
Walter Wrongkite here
pollution today when he put
bringing you the first live
from the moon broadcast
his foot in his mouth and
this great day in history
liked the taste so well
-December 25, 1980. Repubthat he shoved his other one
lican President Martha Twerp. in, too.
entered Walter Reed Hospital
In sports, ten-foot
today with labor pains. Her
tall basketball star "Tree"
husband, the Democratic Whip, Dumbrowski was fined $500.
explained to this reporter
in District Court today for
that the event was the culwillfully disturbing the
mination of a year of bicloud cover over New York
partisan effort.
and failing to report his
Ex-president Richard
presence to low-flying airSawhous Nixon "made it
craft.
perfectly clear" today that h
Now to the weather.
he did not offer Pat a
. Some places in the U.S.
Tiparillo.
will be partly cloudy while
Turning our peepers
others will not.
Rain, snow,
and sleet will also be appartoward the East Coast of the
ent in some areas. A cold
United States we see that
wave will cause a slight
Maine Education has again
chill to run up and down
taken an enormous step forthe spines of about 70% of
ward. President Loueegee
the population while 30% will
Calisti of UMPG announced
that an enormous merger has experience a heat wave when
taken place.
II UMPG
II
said
Martha Mitchell opens her
mouth.
Calisti, "will now become
the University of Maine at
And that's the news,
Portland, Gorham, Lewiston,
sports, and weather. This
Bangor, Farmington, Augusta, is Walter Wrongkite signing
Waterboro, Madawaska, East
off with the First Lunar
Skish, Hannibal's Crossing
Choir singing "Peace on
and orono."
the Moon, Good Will Toward
Presidential Press
Men."
by Mike Preston

The Psychology Club elected Charles Rollins,
picture d above, as its first president last
week.
Other officers elected were Bruce Burgess, vice- president; Pamela Babcock, sec retary; and Thomas Noonan, treasurer.
The
next me eting will be Wednesday at noon in Room
502, Luther Bonney.

Political Caucus Meetings Set
The next two weeks will see all city and town
caucuses held.
The Democratic ones started last
night with South Portland. The Republican ones
have been going on. This is the only chance for
a citizen to have influence in the picking of the
President.
If you wish to attend the caucus in
your town contact the town or city chairman as
listed below.
The Portland Democratic caucus is
March 21 at Adams School. Be there to make your
voice heard.

Graduate

ln■State

"At the present time, the un ivers i ty i s
looking for uses of the soon to b e v acated Law School on High Stree t .
"The Portland communi ty has b e e n i gnored
by the administration of the un i ve r s i ty .
In no way have the needs of t h e people
been met b y anyone in the un iversity .
How much longer can we as a group (s tudents, faculty and administrat ion) close
our eyes to the people within t h e i nne r
city. The Law Bu ilding is the fir st opportunity for all of us to get i nvolve d
and in some way form a closer bond wi t h
the city.
"Now is the time for community , b e twee n
the people of Poitland and the universi ty
If a community is to exist, t h e n an exchange of ideas must f l ow free ly among
all members.
There is a l ready one
existing in the city of Port l a nd--might
we learn from ½hem? We leav e the answe r
to you.
"There will be a meeting, Monday a f ternoo1
at three o'clock, at the Scog i s House a t
11 Granite Street."
Signed Beth Patterson, J o hn Rizza and
Rob Miller

Tuition Rates Available For P ogoans

In many subject areas,
UMPG students are eligible
to in-state tuition rates at
all New England public colleges and universities and
have first preference along
with fellow new englanders
among out-of-state students.
The New England Regional
DEMOCRAT
TOWN
REPUBLICAN
Student
Program offers the
Cumberland County
opportunity for qualified
Paul Estes
• legal residents of New EngGordon Warren
Baldwin
Judith
McAllister
land in graduate degree proGail Tarr
Bridgton
William
Elms
grams
of study which are
Robert Thing
Brunswick
James
Garrity
unique
or distinctive at a
Cape Elizabeth Theodore Kurtz
Ora
Strout
particular
institution. In
Dwight
Starbird
Casco
Dorothy
Merrill
brief,
all
degrees
not
Robert
Dillenback
Cumberland
Gerald
Davis
offerred
at
the
University
Peter
Bramhall
Falmouth
of Maine campuses and ~re
Frank Garland 3rd Vaughn Stairs
Freeport
Theodore Fish
Abbott Mosher
offered a~ another New EhgGorham
Willard Caswell
land pub~-~-~ university or
Fred Robinson
Gray
None
state college is open for
Thomas Spencer
Harpswell
Edward Wentworth
UMPG graduating students
George St. John
Harrison
Philip Chute
at in-state tuition rates.
Harold Hathaway
Naples
Leon Bowie
Also included is the
New Gloucester David Lunt
None
Lowell Technological InstiNorth Yarmouth John Ames
Robert Butler
tute. Under a separate
John Parsons
Otisfield
William Troubh
agreement made by UMPG
Howard Dana
Portland
Donald Ward
President Louis Calisti
None
Pownal
when he was Dean of Tufts
Harold Wakefield. Carleton Edwards
Raymond
Robert Platt
Dental Schoo], Maine resiHarry Knight
Scarborough
None
dents can go to the latter
Vinal Good
Sebego
Raymond Deragon
school at in-state rates.
South Portland James Brewster
Edgar
Thomas
Programs open in the varRobert Waite
Standish
Charles
Roma
ious
institutions have been
Alexander Landry
Westbrook
Melvin
Winslow
summarized
as follows by the
Clyde Esty
Windham
Joseph
Shaheen
Charles Sticknty
Viking:
Yarmouth
The University of Connecticut:
M.A. in Anthropology,

York County

Old Law School Use
Discussion Today

zoology.
They also offer
15 separate M.A.T degrees.
16 M.S. degrees and 32
Ph.D. areas under the program.
In addition a student can take advan~age of
the in-state tuition adjustment for a doctor of
education in curriculum and
instruction specialists and
school administration.
The institution offers 10
professional and other
specialized desrees under
the program.
The University of New
Hampshire offers a Master

of Arts in Music, Master of
Science in Genetics, home
economics, mus~c ~ducation,
plant science and soil and '
water science; Master of
Science for Teachers in
chemistry, english, german,
mathematics, physics and
spanish; Doctor of Philosophy degrees in biochemistry,
botany, english, genetics,
history, mathematics, microbiology and sociology; and
also a Master of Occupational Education and a Master of
Public Administration are
offered under the special
preference program.
The University of Rhode
Island offers Pogoans easy

entrance into Master of Arts
in geography, philosophy and
various education areas;
29 Master of Science areas)
Ph.D's in electrical engineering, english, mathematics,
mechanical engineering and
applied mechanics, ocean
engineering, four areas under pharmaceutical sciences
and seven areas under biological sciences. Rhode
Island also offers a Master
degree in Community Planning, Marine Affairs or
Public Administration.

Child Development, Clothing,
Lorraine
Yeaton
Textiles
and Interior DeNone
Acton
John
Perkins
Carl
Richards
sign,
Dramatic
Arts, English
Alfred
James
Brooks
George
Pulkkinen
(American or Medieval Studies).
Arundel
Carleton Guptill
Corinne Webber
Also with American or Medieval
Berwick
Roland Lemieux
George Garnache
Studies are degrees in HisBiddeford
Burleigh
Richards
None
tory, Italian, Latin, French,
•
Buxton
Steve Dibiase
Donald Jack
Cornish
German, Spanish and PortuRobert Bissell
David Smith
guese. American studies in
Dayton
Walter Barrett
William Rogers
political science and socioEliot
logy are also offered. RheViolet Pease
Harlow Brown
Hollis
toric and public address,
George Harrington Shirley Gordon
Kennebunk
linguistics, philosophy, phyJacques Downs
Frank Small
Kennebunkport
John Howarth
sical education and various
Keven Adams
Kittery
The University of Vermont
Paul Boucher
music degrees complete the
Charles Naimie
Lebanon
offers a master of arts
list. Master uf Science
Forrest Carpenter Bernard Carroll
Limerick
degree in communications,
Merle Jordan
degrees inclu~e aerospace
Hervey Maxim
Limington
geography, greek, latin,
Robert Monroe
engineering, biophysics,
None
Lyman
music and philosophy; 17
Jacob Peabody
nursing, statistics and 22
Newr::.. e ld
None
master of arts in teaching;
Lawrence Estes
other categories.
Ph. D.
None
N. Berwick
12 master of science degrees;
Arthur Guerin
degrees include almost 100
None
Old Orchard
4 master of science for
Raymond Roy
categories or subject areas.
Parsons f ield Ro bert Batchelder
teachers; and 10 Ph.d.'s.
Gene Palmer
Lowe ll Tech ~ologi cal InStanley McQuade
Saco
Also under the program
Louis Marquis
stitut e provides the followPaul Garvin
Sanford
there are various special
Lloyd Hooper
ing eligible programs: A
• Leon Crediford
Shapleigh
degrees at the masters
Durward Bartlett Robert Gagne
master of science in computer
s. Berwick
level in education and exNone
Merrill Pazolt
engineering, environ~enta~
Wate rboro
tension education.
Donald Moody
studies, nuclear engineering,
Vander Forbes
Wells
At the various New EngNeil
Rolde
Edward Ellis
York
plastics, polymer Science and
land state colleges, many
Radiological Sciences. A
degrees are offerred at
UMPG graduate could also enter in-state tuition rates for
for a Master of Management
preference to fellow New
Guys & Gals needed for summer
Science - of a Ph.Din PhysiEnglanders.
employment at numerous locacal 'Chemistry.
tions throughout the nation in-

SUMMER JOBS

Rowers and Aotiques

.. • 646 Cootms SL Portland, Me.

cluding National Parks, Resort
Areas, and Private Camps. For
free information send self-ad•
dressed, STAMPED envelope to
0 pportunity Research, Dept.
SJO, Century Bldg., Polson, MT
59860. APPLICANTS MUST
APPLY EARLY .. .

Th e univ e rsity of Massachus etts offers Master of

Arts eligible areas in Anthropology, Art History,
Linguistics, Philosophy,
Slavic Languages and Literature, statistics and

TERMPAPERS
U nli1nited of Maine
P.O. Box 243, Bangor 04401

I.ow, Low Rates - l.10 P,er page
Telephone No. 94S-6726

When you know
it's for keeps
You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives
written proof of a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut
and superb color.
There is no finer
diamond ring.

~ P - s a . k e®
REGISTERED

D I A M OND

RINGS

®
Rlnp from $100 to $10,000
Trade Mark Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND W EDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Pl anning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
fu ll color fo lder and ◄◄ pg . Bride' s Book gift offer all for only 25¢.
S-72

Nom,e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Add

res,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

C ;ty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Co __ _ _ _ _ _ __

s,.,.______________z;P- - - KEEPSAKE D I A MO ND RI N G S, BO X 90 , SYR A CUSE , N.Y . 1320 1

You are i nvi ted to Ma ine's
only Diamond Salon whe r e you
may v i e w Mai n e 's Large s t se lect i on o f Keep s ake Pe r fect
Diamonds .

~ : i ; 2 s a k e~

Pl)til~
~J?h
......----,,...

5 81 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
04101
" U. of M Student Charge
Accounts Invited"

,.
>
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Above left: Cecelia Eaves, Betty Lloyd and Linda Gaines sing
'
t h e h'i t musica
. 1 nu1-\....
1JJer 11 T··•1 h.i t e Boy s Are So Pretty" from "Hair".
Above right: Scene from "Hair" Coming to Portland.City H':-11 on Tues~a:y, Wednesday and Thursday. Ushers and Usherette s for
the three night affair will be members of Tau Epsilon Phi and the Viking staff. Shows start at 8:15.
1

Stud ent Lett er Supp orts Maz er
most qualified and most
Text of Letter of Students respected members of the
UMPG faculty. We feel
his contributions to
D.e ar Dr. MacLeod:
the fields of teaching,
. We are a group of con- research, and the unicerned students who have
versity and community
been informed of the
services have earned
possibility of the termi- him more than just a renation of Dr. Ronald
newal of his contract;
Mazer's teaching position. we feel he has qualified
such a possibility is of
himself for both promodeep concern to us as
tion and tenure as a
students at this univermember of the UMPG
sity. We consider Dr.
faculty.
Mazer to be one of the
In order to substan-

tiate our feelings we
offer evidence of Dr.
Mazer's teaching abilities, research
activities, and university and community
services.
Several teaching
evaluations have been
completed over the past
few semesters. A random sampling of those
evaluattons contair:ed
the following quotes:
"Your manner of presentation is excellent

and unique."
"Course is well organized and planned."
"Good student-teacher
relationship."
"Your personality has
had a lot to do with the
course. If course taken
from other biology
teacher, I would have
been bored."
"Got his material over
in a realistic way."
"Instructor--very good
interesting and f~ir."
"I must congratulate

the instructor on the
munity can easily be
ease and 'open-armed'
exemplified by the followmanner in which he preing activities. They
sented the subject matinclude: Chairman, Ad
ter.
It's rare to find
Hoc Intercollegiate
an instructor in this
Atheletic Committee,
university system who
UMPG; UMPG Confidentialiactually is interested in ty Student Record Comeach individual."
mittee; UMPG Student AfThese quotes were obfairs Committee; Govertained from Dr. Mazer's
nance Review Committee;
course entitled "Human
University Academic
Reproduction, ContracepPolicy and Standards
tion, and Family Planning Committee; Chancellor's
(SEM 306) .
Bond Referendum ComIn another evaluation
mittee.
compiled from BIO 101
Dr. Mazer's community
(Biological Principles)
service includes President of Tid-Bit football
a team-taught introducfor the City of Portland;
tory biology course, Dr.
Gorham graduates might land Superintendent of
member of the Board of
schools'-' g.nd find many
e11ce beyond the University Mazer sc<?red higher than
find it harder this year Schools.
teachers who had not eitherol ' Maine."
Umpire Little League
any of his department
to be placed in Portland
Wells recounted a 1968 graduated from Gorham State The school superintenBaseball, City of Portcolleagues. On ':1 scal 7
Schools then they were
editorial in the Portland or the University of Maine.dent reported that the
land. He has also
0 ~ one ~hrough f7ve, with
able to in the past as a Press Herald that decried
served i~ a consultant
"I felt upon taking of- situation has been corfive being the highest
result of the last school the "Gorham mafia." He
capacity for Portland's
£ice that this was not a
rected.
"We now have one-score, Dr: Mazer scored
committee meeting two
states that it was very
two major hospitals. ·
heal thy situation," Wells third of our teachers from<:- 4 · ?8 while the others
weeks ago and an interviewdifficult indeed to search t la th V~ k ·
Dr. Mazer's contri"W
t the university of Maine
in his department ranged
with Rodney Wells, Port~ through the Portland
o
e •~:
e mu~
.
from 1. 85 to 3. 81. Below bution to the University
have teacners with
experi-system, one-third
from
.
t bl d .
,
Community, both in and
states in New England
is a _a .e. esignating
··
"If I catch a
d
out
each
of the classroom,
individual
faculty
o th er th ar Maine,
an oneb
,
can scarcely be quesnarco on campus
third from outside New
me; e~ s score:
tioned.
I shall personalOur hope in
3 · 35
England," Wells explained.
ar er
ly beat the shit
writing
this
letter stems
3 · 8l
"This does not mean we
Dorsey
Greenwood
right out of him."
2.77
from a desire to make ou.r
are intentionally discriHolmes
1.85
Eidie L. Beard
feelings known and to
minating," the school ofKern
2.57
keep this issue within
ficial added.
"We have
*Mazer
4. o8
the confines of the Unibeen and will be employMazurkiewicz 3.24
versity Community.
ing the best candidates."
Najarian
3.09
Gail Grant
The difference in where
Neuberger
3 .16
Larry Leone
the
teachers
are
coming
Riciputi
3.53
There will be a
Martin
Murphy
from,
according
to
Wells,
Schwink
3.46
sailing team
Peter
McGinnis
has
been
the
advertising
In
the
area
of
meeting on Wedresearch
Andrea Fernald
policy.
"Before I came,
activities, Dr . .rvtazer
nesday at 3:30
Stephen Perkins
they were posting vacancy holds the only research
in Room 216 in
Jeffrey Gray
notices at only about
grant in the Department
the Portland
Mary Hazelton
twenty to twenty-five col- of Biological Sciences.
gym.
Sheila Chisholm
~eges. Now we are recruit-'I'he two-year renewable
Timothy
Donahue
ing at about 300 different $25,000. National Science
Arthur Piteau
colleges.
Foundation grant reflects
Gerald Mccann
well on Dr. Mazer as well
George Foster
as on the University as a
Alan Gibbons
whole. We understand Dr.
Carol Comber
Mazer is currently workTim McCarthy
ing on an additional reRobert Johnson
search proposal that is
Stephen
Hyde
near completion.
Raymond
Paul,
Jr.
Dr. Mazer's service to
Edward
Karass
the university and comRaymond Wynn
COMBAT Asks
Eddie Beard
Edward Irish
Hearing Support

Less UMPG Graduates To Teach In Portland Schools

I
A BETTER

'O
0

There is a new washer and dryer in
the basement of the old student union.
The washer costs thirty five cents and
the dryers charge is ten cents.
These
have been put there for the convenience
of students. A new cigarette machine
has also been added in the 94 Bedford
Street Building. Recent additions also
include a new pool table and two pin
ball machines. Available for student
use is a range, oven, and kitchen facilities, a television and many others.

COMBAT, the local
consumer group, has
~alled on students
and low-income people
to attend a public hearing of the Public
Utilities Corru,i~ J ion
to protest a 15 per
cent rate increase on
lights requested by
the Central Maine Power
Company. The hearings
will be held in the
Castine Room of the
Sheraton Eastland Hotel
this Wednesday morning
at 9:30.
"To stop such an
increase, we need

support," states a
COMBAT spokesman. "COMBAT has been working
with the hearings since
January 18, 1972. Now
COMBAT needs the people to testify against
the increase. Low income, in fact nobody,
can afford such an
increase."
For more information
the following can be
contacted: Dianne
McLaughlin (772-3717),
Miche~e Locker (773-2181)
and Gerrie Doughty at
773-8555 and Bill Erb
at 774-5783.
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Editorials

Intemperate
A spersions

Adminis trators Are Here To Serve
The -business office has established a policy that all students
must qo to the Gorham campus business office to pick up their loan
checks.
They can do this, states
that.office, ~y appointment "only"
(their emphasis).
Scholarship
checks can also be picked up only
on the Gorham campus. No appointment is needed for these.
There are over 300 students who
receive these type loan checks and
hundreds of more who receive scholarship checks.
Assuming that half
are strictly Portland students,
over 150 students will have to
spend two hours of their time in
travel and pick-up arrangements
without counting the time making
the appointment and finding a
place to_make the call.
This involves 300 man hours just on loans
that could be spent studying or
working.
The administration claims that
the lack of notaries public is the
reason for the new policy.
Notaries
are needed on NDSA loans because
students have to sign promissory
notes when they pick them up. We
fear that the real reason is centralized book keeping which is
slowly becoming much more of an
administrative concern than student
hardship.
There are notaries in Payson

Smith .
Indeed the head man in the
Portland Bursar's Office i s a notary.
There is no great hardship to make
all the clerks in the business office notaries.
This certainly is a
lousy reason to justify the loss of
hundreds of man hours.
This unilateral administrative
decision without consultation with
those people who are affected by
the decision is troubling .
Espe cially when faculty members constantly quote a rule which states that
faculty can not be moved around or
hurt in any way by either the
Portland-Gorham merger or the system merger .
Unfortunately there
is no such accepted understanding
relative to the student body.
However, top admin i strators in
the past have stated such an understanding including Chancellor McNeil.
Man hours are too precious to students who try to budget their time
between classes, studying and working so that they can continue going
to school.
The only time left, if
any, at all, is known as "free time"
or room for "thinking" or social
activity.
It is unfortunate that
administrators feel that they have
free rein to attack this last area.
Administrators are here to serve
the student.
They are failing to do
that job when they have the student
do their work for them.

Student Access To Phones Needed
The unavailability of teachers
is too well known to dwell on too
long.
The difficulty of getting
hold of advisors or other professors
~nly surpasses the hardship of finding administrators in their offices.
We would like to focus on a specific problem of students.
In order
to reach a faculty member or administrator, a student must travel to
the respective office.
This is done
by_either traveling across campus or
going twelve miles to the other campus.
Often the individual a student
is seeking is not even there.
Beyond personnel unavailability
students, on many items in this paper each week, are asked to call
ex_t 7 nsion numbers.
But how do they
do ~t? How do they save time and
avoid the above problems?
We believe that there is an easy

solution:
Install university extension phones in the lobby and/or
lounge in each building. On the
Portland campus this would mean
three phones.
In the Science
Building lobby there is a phone
stand that can be eas i ly used.
On the Gorham campus about the
same number are needed.
These
phones can easily be fixed so that
outside c a lls can not be made on
them.
This is the only answer.
The
gym secretary is only one of many
who have been told not to lett any
student use their many phones .
The convenience of students
should be of prime concern to
faculty and administrators.
This
is one way where they can show
that concern.

Boycotting Graduation Ceremonies
· The administration, in another
unilateral move, has declared that
many members of the Class of '72 will
not be graduating with their class
in the May ceremonies. We call on
all members of the Class of '72 to
boycott graduation ceremonies.
Unless the administration will pick up
all the costs, including caps and
gowns, students shall have a say.
The decision that students who
lack 3 or 6 credits will not be
allowed to participate in the ceremonies is unacceptable.
The members
of the class over the last four
years have gone too far together to
be separated by the decision of
administrators who have been here
less than a year.

If we can not have all our class
mate~ at our graduation, which costs
us six thousand dollars, then we do
not even want to go.
This has not
b~e~ the policy in the past and administrators who lack empathy with
the feelings of us students should
not act irresponsible.
Other schools do it, we have
al~ays done it.
The student receives only an empty case .
The
lack of consultation with students on this decision should be
changed .
Until that decision is
~hanged we think that nonattendance
md refusal to pick up the empty
~ase on our part will express our
)Ond with those that are being
:ienied.

lrresponsibilitg fin City Council
Last Monday night, Portland City
Councilor J. Donald Macwilliams intraduced a letter to the Council
concerning various disturbances at
a local high school.
In the letter
three of the high school students
were implicated b
h
.
, y name, as aving
been involved in a serious prank
Two of the-boys had tied rope ar~und
the neck of the third boy and then
.
h d t h e rope to a pipe.
a tt ace
The
pipe was located at a parallel level
with the·boy and he was not being
hanqed.
We feel that a great disservice
was done to the school and also to
Portland by the obvious display of
verbal diarrhea on the part of the
councilors involved.
In reading
the letter, Macwilliams implicated
three boys who are considered protected from such public abuse since
they are minors.
Yet the reading of
the letter was carried over a local
radio station which covers the
meetings, and the council b a vote
of 7-2 accepted the letter lnto the
public records of the city council.

Letter s to the Editor

v~e can. only hop~ tha~ the thr7e
stuaents involve~ in this case will
not be psychologically.affected to
any great degree.
It is also our
ho~e.that bec~use of_the great publicity of this parti?ular case
that other students will not opt
f
1 t ·
b
·
~r.equa
ime Y carrying out
~imilar pranks .
The City Council
i~ sure to rubber stamp their actions.
.
We ~a~l on the ~ppropriate legal
autho~ities to begin prosecution of
Councilor Macwilliams for revealing
the names of juveniles involved in
disciplinary problems.
A newspaper
would face sue~ prosecution. We now
demand equal time.
We have learned since the incident
th at two ~f the st';ldents named were
not e~en involved in the infraction.
They JUS t happened to go irto the
boys room after the real culprits
h~d already ducked out.
The councilors were asking capital punishment for.two boys that wer~ comp~etely ~n~ocent of the crime the
city officials declared them guilty
on.

essentially different
assignments, there are
inevitably to be found
various difficulties and
To the Editor:
impediments.
I believe
Reference is made to
that the
good will and
the so-called "Openforbearance of the
letter to McNeil" (sic),
which was signed by Paul faculty--qualities 1ot
always displayed by some
VanHemel and printed in
of of my Portland colthe February 28th issue
of your paper.
The tone leagues, I regretfully
add--has been the single
of this letter can only
most important factor in
be aharacterised as
the implementation of
intemperate; its intent
this merger.
can be seen as another
Dr. VanHemel's short
in a series of carefullyorchestrated
aspersions tenure at UMPG and his
possible unfamiliarity
upon the progress of
with the status quo prior
the merger.
Despite
to the merger may very
Dr. VanHemel's doubts,
well
be responsible for
the merger is proceedhis
somewhat
injudicious
ing very nicely, thank
references,
I
note ~aryou.
In the coalescence
ticularly
his
rather
of two institutions with

brusque call for "an
explanation to the
faculty" from Dr. McNeil
or his surrogate.
No
such explanation is
needed, in my view, i f
one takes the trouble to
make a few inquiries.
The facts
are that
there were indeed, differing policies with
respect to promotion and
tenure at GSC and UMP;
that under the terms of
the merger, no one is to
be penalized under its
consequences; and that
faculty members, in good
faith, can expect to be
treated with equity.
This does not mean--and
I'm sure Dr. VanHemel
realizes it--that faculty
members on the two cam-

(Continued on page five).

- - - Guest Column

SCOGIS 103 -A Truly Innovative Cour_se
by Faculty and Students of Scogis 103
_SCOGIS 103, Environmental Perspectives 1s an interdisciplinary course
being offered at Gorham in the Spring
semester of 1972. At present there
are 26 students and two faculty ~embers working in this experimental
course.
All stuuents enrolled are
involved with projects which allow
them individually (or in twos and
threes) to examine a local environment problem of their own choice.
Progress reports will be given from
time to time, and ultimately final
papers for presentation will be forthcoming.
A sample of some of the projects
are as follows:
1)
Does the municipal dump problem
really exist in Maine?
2)
Glass and can recycling on the
Gorham campus
3)
Community growth patterns in
the Greater Portland area and their
envi r onmental effects
4)
Summer resort pollution on the
Maine coast (focus on people, economy,
problems and alternatives in the York
County coastal area
5)
Impact of environmental awareness on magazine advertising
6)
Statistical study of the
average man as an average polluter.
(Cost of "pollution clean-up").
7)
Natural foods vs. processc~
foods.
Students enrolled in SCOGIS 103 have
a wide range of backgrounds. Freshmen through seniors are members;
some with many hours in a Sfecific
discipline, others with less specific
academic knowledge.
The class has
unity, however, ih the concern about
the environment shared by all participants.

Per~aps all of us are asking these
questions: _Where are we going? Are
we on the right road? Can we continue
a~ we have been doing in the past?
Will we be able to find our way?
Questions of this sort are often
asked by travelers when they move in~o ~nknown territory.
Such questions
indicate a degree of uncertainty,
concern, stress and tension on the
part of the asker. New trails do
this to people.
Of course there is
also expectation and some excitement associated with a change--and
also hope.
Questions asked about the environment and man's use of it are difficult to answer.
The relatively easy
response "let the technologist solve
it" or "let the social scientist
solve it" won't get the answers.
In
fact both the technologist and the
social scientist have given the problem to the other fellow saying
"That's not in !E!l_ field."
Perhaps
some of the answers will be found
by integrating these specialties?
At any rate, Envi~onmental Perspectives is interdisciplinary, and
that framework is unknown or at least
unfamiliar to all of us. You might
say that our map is not accurate and
we don't know where we are going.
So
what else is new?
We have some questions, some data,
a lot of concern and we are on our
way.
We hope to pick up some new
data, some new questions, and perhaps
even some answers.
Maybe that will
alter our perspectives and individually or collectively we will gain a
better sense of direction.
It is our hope that we can keep in
touch.
We'll issue progress reports
from time to time and make them
available to the student newspaper.

Long Player
IN MY OPINION . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthur Alexander by Arthur Alexander, Warner
Bros. Warner Bros. Records, BS 2592, $5.98.
This album has a lot
going for it: Arthur
Alexander has a fine
voice and he is backed
by one hell of a· Memphis
band that doesn't rely
on echo chambers or
over-electrification·
the only thing that'
disturbs me are the
lyrics.
They are simple, but at times too
simple, for example:
"My house is a lonely
house/but it once/was a
happy house ... " or "we
can make it, baby/Just
like grits and gravy ... "
I may be spoiled by
complexities of Shawn
Phillips, but these
lyrics of Arthur's
lack that element that
would set them above
the rest of the banal
songs that you hear
everyday coming from
Motown.
But this is his first
album in 10 years, maybe
the next one will find
his songs more matured ...
when that happens, he'll
have a winning combina-

by Lucky Clark

tion.
Music From True Vine by
Mike Seeger, Mercury
Records, SRM 1-627,
$5.98.
This album will appeal
to those lovers of bluegrass, country, and Pete
Seeger ... It is an honest,
unelectrified album with
Mi~e Seeger (brother of
Pete) singing traditional ballads while accompanying himself on a
myriad of instruments:
guitar, fiddle, autoharp,
banjo, dulcimer, and
jew's harp.
The songs
have a raw, earthy sound
to them that reflects
the roots of America's
country music ... its natural beginnings.
If you like this
particular variety of
music, the 14 songs will
probably excite you, if
you don't, stay away from
this basic album.
Softly Whispering, I Love
You by The English Congregation, Signpost,
SP-7217, $5.98.
"The English Congregation - a musical wall
of sound consisting of
massed choirs, rough
vocal voice and jangular
guitar." - Peter Suliivan
My suggestion to the
Congregation is to drop

the "rough vocal voice"
of Brian Keith (not the
television star), drop
the "jangular guitar" of
Alan Parker and just
keep the 40 singers of
the "massed choirs".
Throughout the whole
album, I found myself
hoping that the next song
would be the one that
would consist of only
the chorus -- and when
"If I Could Have My
Way" came on, I thought
"Wow; Ac last!!" But
on the second verse,
the inevitable "rouqh"
and "jangular" ccnne on
like a bull in a china
shop, shattering any
hope I had had for
the album's redemption.
The idea of a rock
chorus is a unique
thought ... it's a shame
i t wasn't hand l ed better.
But then again,
if you liked the single
"softly 1vhispering I
Love You", you'll probably love the album
and what they did to
"Something", "A Whiter
Shade of Pale,"
"A
Lover's Concerto", and
"Morning Has Broken",
just to mention a few;
but in my opinion ....
11
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page four)
puses will necessarily
be considered in precisely the same manner on
matters of appointment,•
There
reappointment, etc.
will--and must--inevitably
be a period of adjustment
as policies and criteria
are meshed into a common
grid.
I want to make clear
that the implied rebuke
of Dr. VanHemelrs letter
is not shared by many of
his colleagues, some of
whom are increasingly
doubtful about the altruistic motives behind
these continuing derogatory comments about tl •e
merger or the Chancellor,
this case,
or, as in
about both.
Alan G. Smith

Place For Helmets
To the editor:
Now that spring is
just around the corner,
even though you might
need a snow shovel to
get to the corner, I
have decided to draft a
plea on behalf of
UMPG's minorities of
which I am a part. What
minority, you say? A
motorcyclist, I answer.
I am sure you know the
old saying about how you
can spot a happy biker
by the bugs in his teeth;
but around UMPG during
the warm weather months
he is easy to spot by
the helmet he lugs from
class to class every day.
As you know, I hope,
Maine has decided that a
person that rides a bike
is crazy and doesn't
give a damn about living,
so Big Brother requires
us to ride around encased
in a shell to protect us
when some s.o.B. pulls
out in front of ~s. We
that choose to wear a full
coverage helmet are stuck
carrying them. They don't
fit in any of the lockers
here, and at approximately
$40 each, a person is
either rich or crazy to
leave it with his bike.
My point, at last, why
can't somebody, somewhere
think of a place safe for
us to leave our skid lids
and free us from this
ourclen?
Steve Gehrs

Rotary Scholarships
Rotary District
#779 will select three
students to receive
Rotary Foundation Awards
covering an all ex- ·
pense paid year of
study abroad. Candidates must be both
outstanding students
and potential ambassadors of good will. One
award will be for
graduate study, one
at the undergraduate
level, and one for a
teacher who has had at
least two years of experience in teaching
the handicapped. Rotarians, or a relative
of a rotarian by blood
or marriage, are excluded.
Interested applicants may obtain information about the
Rotary Foundation Program from any Rotary
Club.

\
t

Research Group
Seeks Applicants

The Advisory Committee
..
for Research, with about
$10,000 to give away, is
set to receive applications.._.....,:.,...;......i;;.._ _ _~
The Viking for the last three months has provided its photography lab facilities to high school
from faculty and students.
The pictures
Ab ove are two youngsters involved in the project.
Allan Whitmore, assistant
youngsters in the Model Cities area.
th e d ona t e d fac.1·1.1·t.1·es ·
·
h em in
professor of H1·story and
were taken by them and processed by t
acting chairman of the
group, has the applicaNotices
tion forms in his office,
Room 314, Luther Bonney
All UMPG students are
Hall, Portland.
welcome to attend a
Last week the Viking published a cafeThe grants are given
meeting geared to stopteria decorating form for students to sugto students and faculty
ping further pollution
gest themes for redecoration of the Portf6r individual or group
and solving some overland tac1.L.L'ty. Here are some of the enresearch. Students who
whelming environmental
tries pu~ ~n the Viking box this past week:
would use the project
problems. There will
Cremo's. Gypsy tea room with fortune
as part of his degree
be a meeting Tuesday,
teller & strolling minstrel. Enchanted
requirement, o~ faculty
at 2:00 at the Portland
forest with ogres & trolls. Jungle with
who should receive the
Student Union.
shades and Tarzan & Jane (co'ed). Mess
An unwanted pregnancy ,n today 's wodd ,s a
money througn the rehall (basic green). Golf course. College
sale and simple procedure when performed by
spective department
ltcer>sed phys1c1•n~ ,n .aocred,ted hospitals
cafeteria. And sanitarium with padded
Those students wishing
should not apply.
f.tfl/ID 0IIT lfi.E fA<'TS ABOIH tt.l[GAu 1,1,R
walls.
to pay cash for their
According to the in/IIIINA rlON Of lJNWANTE O ,PR! (iN ANCY 8E FOR£
may
yearbooks
Portland
lxplo '72" Film Here
YOU fllC0ME A ST \IISTIC
formation received from
WednesMonday,
on
so
do
Our counselo, 1 ,re profes11onally trained to
Whitmore, grants normally
EXPLO '72, the International Student
assist you during th,s t1111e of nP.ed
day, and Friday from
will not exceed $1,000.
Congress on Evangelism, will be the sub2:00-3:00 p.m. and on
and will be used as seed
ject of a 20-minute, color film to be
REMEMBER:
Tuesday and Wednesday
or motivation forces.
on Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in
shown
as near as your phone
is
Help
the
in
9:00-12:00
from
The committee requires
Hastings Formal Lounge on the Gorham
(215) 878-5800
COLLECT
CALL
office.
yearbook
an abstract of the procampus. The event is sponsored by the
Counseling
Pregnacy
Problem
posal with each applicaUMPG Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Organization
Profit
Non
A
"I lost an army hunttion and a brief report
Admission is free. The film describes
ing knife Tuesday on
summary at the end of a
the purpose, content, and potential impact
the bus to Gorham.
project year. Projects
of the six day ccnference of the same name
Would the two girls
will only be for a year
~,\&
l~,17.
found it be willing ;~o to be held in Dallas, Texas
at a time.
return it? If you
The deadline for rewould please call Tim
ceiving applications is
McCarthy at 799-0863 or
April 13. The Committee
~
(or, our old bag updated)
~
to
contact the Portland
will announce its grants
Student Union.
on May 1.
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Skiers and Hoopsters Receive Awards

Jim Morrison (rear center, in glasses without a helmet) slides a
puck by the Orono goalie.
UMPG beat Orono 8-6. Morrison scored four
goals.

President Louis J.P.
Calisti recounted an experience with Orono
President. Winthrop
Libby at Jast week's
administrative council
meeting. After asking
Libby about his hockey
team, Calisti stated
that the Orono President
replied, "Do I have a
team?"
Calisti states h~ replied, "You had last
night, but you don't
todav."
Robert Bradbury and
Robert Gilman shared the
"Most Valuable Player"
spotlight last Thursday
at the Winter Athletic
Banquet held on the Gorham campus.
Robert Bradbury, a
junior from Providence,
P.I., recived the award
for his efforts in basketball this past season. He average 8 points
per game and led the team
in rebounding with an
average of 12 per game.
Bradbury, 6'3", also led

UMPG Drops Orono
UMO prestige toppled
Wednesday afternoon as a
fired-up UMPG club hockey
team overpowere d the UMO
club pucksters 8-6 on the
momentum set on four
goals by Jim Morrison.
It was the first time in
University of Maine history that UMPG vied
against the larger Orono
campus in a ma1or atheletic event. Orono's
hockey squad succombed
as a powerful UMPG offense bombarded a pesky
Orono goalie who held
back 24 of the 32
shots on goal. Goalie
Gary Munsen of UMPG
turned away 14 of 20
UMO attempts on net.
As UMPG turns into
an intercollegiate varsity hockey team next year,
rematch games seem uncertain between the two,
despite MIAA regulations
changed last week which
allowed PoGo to contest
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
and Orono. Last semester Orono had the rule
invoked to prevent PoGo

Skiers Finish
With 13■ 1
Record

The UMPG Varsity Ski
Team concluded its season last wee k by participating in the NESCAC
Confere nce Championship
at Burke Mount ain i n
Vermont. The Championship was won by Johnson
State College with a total of 297.04 points.
Others in order of f inish were
UMF
290.30
Plymouth
285.97
UMPG
281.51
Lyndon
281.37
Keene
274.36
Castle ton 246.79
UMPG's overall record
for the seas o n was 13
wins and 14 losses. Included were wi ns over
Bowdoin, Colby , Farmington and Thomas College
in this state as well as
Lyndon, Keene, and
Castleton.
The most consistent
performers for UMPG
throughout the s eason
were seniors Da n Stearns,
Jeff Coffin, and 1972
M.V.P. and team captain
Bob Gilmai . Stearns
was the individual winner
in two important races,
during the season and
Coffin l e d t h e t e am to

from playing other Maine
colleges.
The PoGo U. sextet
never fell behind in the
scoring bracket as they
leaped ahead in the
second minute of play on
a goal by Mike Hogan assisted by Rusty Winters.
UMO's Roger Theriault
countered with an equalizer with 14:53 left as
each club was down one
man.
Before the first
period was over, the PoGo skaters were to regain
the lead with two goals
to make it 3-1. Formerly of the 1970 Waterville High New England
schoolboy hockey champs,
Winters scored the first
of the tandem at 11:27
on a pass from Hogan.
Jim Morrison added to the
PoGo scoring column unassisted at 7:52 with
the first of his four
goals.
With nine seconds left

the team in steals and
had a 53 percent field
goal average.
Robert Gilman, a
senior from Rumford, was
singled out for his performance in skiing. He
competed in 11 out of 12
races for the year and
took the first place
slalom honors in the New
England small college
meet at Bridgton. Gilman placed team second
in 5 races this season
and team third in the
remaining 5.
Varsity letters were
awarded to member of
this year's ski team by
Coach Ron Cole.
Receiving letters were:
Jeff Coffin, South Casco;
Dan Gifford, Waterville;
Robert Gilman, Rumford;
Peter Marion, Westbrook;
Tom Morrill, Portland;
Patrick Perkins, Gorham;
Frank Proulx, Lewiston;
Dan Stearns, Lewiston
and Tom Tufts, Kingfield.
Varsity basketball
letters awarded by Coach
Dick Sturgeon went to;
Robert Bradbury, Providence, R.I.; Roland Dufort, Wells; Michael
Lavigne, Brunswick; Kevin
Lecuyer, Worcester, Mass;
Jay Lemont, Bath; Fay
Morrill, Rockland; Philip
Page, Nobleboro; Jeffery
Scott, Houlton; Richards

to go in the first period den and Don Lamontagne.
Damon White returned UMO
Fighting back at 8:27,
to the scoreboard to
team coach and Orono
make it 3-2.
faculty member Fred
Morrison was the first Gilbert assisted by Tom
to score in the second
Rosa knocked a goal in.
period, with assists
-1aring Stearns
going to former Edward
finalized the UMPG tally
Little player Bob Ponton an assist from [ufresne.
briand and Don Holden.
With 29 seconds left to
Returning to complete a
go in the game Whit.e hat
hat trick at 16:40
tricked for 0rono's l~st
Morrison scored on asgoal on as sis.ts by Larry
sist by the Holden
Saucier and Wayne Gallant.
brothers, Bob and Don.
A total of fifteen
UMO's White, unassisted Penalties were harded out
narrowed the UMPG lead to to both teams during the
two goals making it 5-3.
rough and tough se~sion,
Winters increased the
several of which were for
UMPG lead to 6-3 on his
fighting and roughing.
second goal at 7:05, asUMPG was tagged for nine
sisted by Waring Stearns
while Orono received six.
and Hogan.
Under the coaching of
Orono attempted to
Lee Roy, a graduate stucatch up at the 3:57 mark dent and former All-East
in an unassisted goal by
Wing, the UMP~ record now
Skip Wood.
stands at 3-4-1, while
In the third period,
UMO now has five wins and
Morrison connected for
seven defeats, the last
his fourth goal at 12: 34
one from its "inferior"
on assists from Don Holcampus.

Women's Lacrosse
Team Practices
Team practices for
women's lacrosse will
begin on March 27 at
4:00 p.m. Meet in
small gym for play.
All interested women
are invited to play.

Simonds, Cumberland ; Dav e
Tamulevich, Brockton,
Mass.; statistician,
Richard Bray, Bucksport;
managers, Larry Leone,
Portland and Greg Jord a n ,
South Portland.
Freshman basketball
letters awa~ded by Coach
Joey Bouchard went ~u:
Chuck Andre, Ri Cgewood,
N.J.; Andy Berube, F almouth; Jim Baillargeon,
Old Town; Ron Harmon ,
Buxton; Art Gaffer, Be n nett Luja, both of Po rtland; Gabriel Wil l iamson ,
South Portland; Robe rt
Foley, Kittery; Ken Hyde ,
Mt Desert; manager, Nelso n
Judd, Turner; statisticians, Linda Kirk j ian ,
Dedham, Mass.; J udy Wallace, Gray.

Standings
11
TEAM X
Contingent Remai n . lo
Faculty
10
Tri-C Lepers
7
Joint Torts
8
SMO
7
Vitiated Rubrics
6
Class Action
5
Teams 1 t hro ugh 8 a r
are in the play offs.
Since the following
teams 9 and 10 l o st to
team 8 in the re gul ar
season, there c a n be
no tie. Next we e k the
tournament pairings
will be announced fo r
the April 3rd · p-lay offs.
The rest of the t e ams
in order of finish:
S.P. Rejects
4 8
TEP
4 8
Frustras
3 10
Frog City Falcons 3 10
Golden Horde
2 9
Union Forever
2 10

n

..

Canteen Co. of Maine
Compiete Vending and
Manual Food Service

An Or ono Hockey p l ayer cl imb s into the penalty
box for violating the rules.

Co-Ed Hoopsters Dump Colby, Bates

ATTN

vw

In women's varsity
The JV record now stands
baske tball, it was UMPG
at 1 and 1.
al l the way a g ainst
On Thursday, the varWestbrook College in a
sity team trave l ed to
low-scoring contest
Colby College. Again it
played on the home court was UMPG all the way to
Repairs on
last Tuesday. Westbrook win easily 43-25. Captair
managed to put the f irst
Jan Souza, playing her
VW's-Work
couple of points on the
This was the opening faceoff of the game beusual good steady game,
score
board
before UMPG
hit for 10 points followec
tween Orono and UMPG. Af ter 60 minutes .of runGuaranteed
took command and led the
ning time, Orono went home de feated by the inby Colleen Golding with 8.
rest
of
the
way
to
its
The Varsity now has a 7
experienced daughter campus.
Free Estimates
31-16 victory. Freshman
and 1 record for the
Michelle Morris and
season.
178 Wash. Ave.
Sophomore Kathy Fairits' 4th place finish
Morrill and Tom Tufts,
in the Championship by
In badminton it was 2both plagued by injuries; brother led the scoring
Tel: 772-1121
with 10 and 9 points r e placing in the top 10
1 for Colby College as
Pat Perkins and Dan Gifspectively.
in 2 of the races.
ford.
Sylvia Jones and Peggy
In the second game of
Gilman failing to finMcAdams
lost to Kris Mil- MSEA Meeting
Women's Tennis
Tuesday's doubl e header,
ish in only 1 race was
ler (11-8, 10-5) and
St. Joseph's Colle ge dethe most consistent team
Joyce Ashley (11-9, 4-11,
Team Practices
feated the JV squad 25scorer.
11-0) in the 1st and 2nd
The Por tlan d -Go r ham
21 in a close battle.
Freshman Peter Marion
singles spots. The
chapter o f Maine State
St. Joseph's held a
and Frank Proulx showed
doubles team of Carla
Employ e e s Association
The first meeting
slight lead most of the
steady improvement over .
Gregory
and
Julie
DeLaitewill
me e t Wedn esday
for women's t e nnis team
way and, despite tying it took two straight from
the season and betwee n
eveni
ng
a t 7 : 00 i n the
practice will be March
up several times, UMPG
them contributed a numBarbara
Badger
and
Nancy
facu
l
t
y
c o n fe r ence r oom ,
28 in Room 202 at 3:00
failed to move ahead.
ber of high scoring
Paterson
to
post
the
only
Baile
y
Ha
ll , Gorham .
p.m. for all women who
Senior Ode tte Le vesque
finishes.
win
for
UMPG.
The
loss
Mr.
David
Ca rneva l e ,
wish to play spring
led the scoring for UMPG
Other skiers on the
made it 1 and 2 for the
state MSEA rep r esentative ,
t e nnis.
once again with 8 points. season.
71-72 squad were Tom
has bee n i n v i ted to attend .

OWNERS
all
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Intramural Basketball
FACULTY - 71
JOINT TORTS - 59
The old men roared
to a l point lead (3130) at the half on the
hot shooting of Martin,
Fillmore, and Folsom.
Sitarz and Livingston
were standouts for the
lawyers. In the second
half . the Faculty stayed
hot while Sitarz and
Livingston turned ~o
stone cold. The JT's
were geeting good
boards from Detroy
and Stevens but were
unable to score consistently.

VITIATED RUBRICS - 75
UNION FOREVER - 44
The VR's were in an
even match til late in
the first half. They
led by 8 (34-26) at the
break mostly on the hot
hand of Ferris. Wiley
and Young led the Unionists. The second half
saw the VR's take off
while the Union turned
cold. Ferris, Day,
and Decato led the VR's
to the win.
SMO - 63
S.P. REJECTS - 53
Tight game. SMO
started off . fast and
had an 8 point lead but
S.P. caught up to within one at the half (3029). The second half
was close until the
last few minutes when
SMO took charge and
rammed home the win.
Tinsman and True led
the Rejects while Racine was tops for SMO.
JOINT TORTS - 62
TRI-C LEPERS - 46
The JT's took a 10
point lead (31-21) at
the half due to good defense that forced the
Lepers to shoot from
outside. Stevens and
Sitarz (JT's) and True
(Tri-C) were the scoring
leaders. The second
half defense by the
JT's broke up the game.
Sitarz and Detroy (JT's)
and True (Tri-C) and
Christie (Tri-C) led
their clubs in the 2nd
half.

CLASS ACTION - 02
FROG CITY FALCONS - 00
FORFEIT
FRUSTRAS - 39
UNION FOREVER - 34
In a real slow game
Frustras managed to take
a 15-14 lead at the
half. Both teams were
shooting horribly. The
second half was more of
the same. The game was
finally won by Detroy
_and Campbe.1.1 c:1.::s they rebounded Frustras by the
Union.
TRI-C LEPERS. - 59
FRUSTRAS - 39
A good even game for
the first half. The
Lepers holding a slight
lead (27-24) at the
break. The second half
was all Tri-C. They
controlled the boards,
and shot well from the
floor.
Standouts were:
Christie ana Walker
(Tri-C) anf ~olden and
Detroy (Frustras).
TEP - 57
UNION FOREVER - 53
The Union stepped off
, to a 27-24 halftime lead
by use of the fast break
with McDonald (UF) and
, Sandelin (TEP) the
scorers. The seconu ·
half evened up until
with 25 seconds to play
Leone and Sandelin each
sank both ends of a l
and 1 to give TEP the
four point win.
TRI-C LEPERS - 02
GOLDEN HORDE - 00
FORFEIT
TEAM X - 02
CLASS ACTION - 00
FORFEIT

Maine Co■Ed
Tourney Here
The 1972 Maine Women's Intercollegiate
Basketball Championship
will take place this
Thursday sponsored by
the Maine Association
for Physical Education
of College Women. The
event wi.1.1 take place
in Hill gy,,nasium at
7:00 p.m.
Teams partcipating:
University of Maine at
Presque Isle, winner of
the Northern Division
Championship. This
team has beaten UMO,
UMM and Husson. In a
non-league game, they
won against UMPG in
overtime 5 3-4 8.
.University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham. Winner
of the Southern Division
Championship, this team
has beaten Westbrook,
Bates, UMF and Colby
in league games.
Against non-league
teams, they have won
over Nasson and UNH.
Their only loss was to
UMPI.
There is no admission
fee.
The public iis
invited.
Portland Science Majors
Association
Meeting, Thursday, 2:00
Student_ Union

UNION FOREVER - 02
GOLDEN HORDE - 00
FORFEIT

Make-up effects for Art Theatre's four one-act
plays suggest experimental moods and technical
expertise. The Apes Shall Inherit the Earth demands strong man/animal mutation characterization,
and Interview requires a gray/white. splitface
symbolization of the coming together of the two
parts of man: the real and unreal. Productions
are set for March 30, 31, and April. Directors
Power and Steele recently announced Tech Crew:
includes: Carol Avant, Tim Whooten, Bruce Childs,
Peter Davis, Dan Sherwood, Tim Dolby, MaryAnne
Owen and Diane Lewis.

Treeho use Plaver~ To
Present Beggars Opera

'

tion, especially England's first prime minister, Sir Robert Walpole .
Gay's apparent hostility
stemmed from the fact
that he had been offered
a lower royal appointment than he had expected from George II.
In anger, he refused
this appointment. The
play ridicules the
Puritan bourgeoise
sentimentalism which had
introduced a very emotional type of drama to
the theatre.
"Beggar's
Opera" also mocks the
style of Italian opera
and indirectly Handel,
who composed in that
style. The setting for
the play is the prison
district of Newgate, England, where there had
recently been a scandalous murder.
An amusing sidelight
in the history of "Beggar's Opera" is the relationship between John
Gay and John Rich,
manager of the theat 7e
where the play was first

Bucky Fuller
Films Coming

A series of ten
films on Buckminister
Fuller's World Game are
being presented over
the next two months.
The films, to be presented on five separate Tuesdays, are being
sponsored by various
academic and service
departments.
All films will be in
Bailey Auditorium. The
dates are March 14th &
28th, April 4th, 18th
& 25th and the time for
each date is 7:30.
The schedule is as
follows:
March 14: The Structure of Nature or "I'm
Going to Take You to
Breakfast Yesterday
Morning". Synergy or
"Nobody Can Throw a
::itraignt Ba.L.l".
March 28: More
With Less or "No Scientist Ever~Looked at
the Plumbing". Man's
LaRonde Tryouts
Function in the Universe or "I'm Only Now
Tryouts for LaRonde
Beginning to Understand
will take place today
Waterfalls".
in Luther Bonney AudiApril 4: From Myth
torium at 3:00 p.m.
If
to Technology or "The
an interested student
lections from "Oliver."
Real Story of the GarThe lniversity Band
cannot
attend, he or she
The band will play:
den of Eden". Design
and A Cappella Chorus
should see Tom Power,
Ballet Parisien; Colonel
Achievement or "When
will be featured in a
Bill
Steele or Al Diamon. There's Enough to go
Bogey March; C.B.D.N.A.
Pops Concert to be held
No experience necessary.
Concert March; The FJea;
Around People Don't
at 8:00 p.m. Sunday in
Hopak; Maracaibo and the
Organize to Fight".
Russell Hall on the
Minstrel Boy.
April 18: Playing
Gorham Campus. The
TEP
Drinker
7:30
Sandwiches,
cookies,
World Game or "A Hunchorus will sing selec- .
coffee and punch will
dred Million Horses
tions from "Jesus Christ
As ~au Epsilon Phi
be on sale by the Stu-_
Going Nowhere". PlaySuperstar", a medley of·
moves
into
its
final
dent
Chapter
of
the
ing World Game or "How
"Carpenters" songs, a
rush
week
it
is
holdMusic
Educators
National
to Get Energy Without
single singers adaptation
ing
a
second
drinker
Conference.
Admission
Using Things Up'·.
of a Bach Cantata and
tonight
in
the
Cafeis
free.
Open
to
the
April 25: Playing
will join with the band
teria
Conference
Room.
Public.
World
Game or "Getting
in a performance of seThe 7:30 affair is open
.Power to the People".
to any male or female
World Game Can Work or
student interested in
"Polticians will Yield
joining the international to the Computor".
fraternity.
The Greek organizayou are
tion will be inducting
the spring pledge class
a record 25 rebqunds
this
Thursday morning.
PREGNANT
Single game records for against Boston State on
Any
student
who can
the season show Matt
March 17th. Kevin Lecuyer not attend the event
Donahue leading in three
holds the record with the
tonight can call the
categories. The former
most consecutive successViking
office, call
Westbrook High star played ful free throws when he
NEED HELP
Chris
True
at 774in only eight of the 20
went 13-13 in six games.
1558
or
see
any
TEP
crames.
Both Bradbury anc. Lecuyer
and ask him about
Call Collect
- Donahue scored a record hold the record of most
joining.
Become
a
15 field goals on December steals with 8 at Boston
Greek , join TEP.
7 days, 24 hours
7th against Suffolk and
on March 17 and Husson
again two days later
on December 14th.respec, City Referendum
against Bentley. In the
215-877-7700
tively.
latter game he fouled out
Rick Simond$ got a
There is a referendum
Women's
in the 4th quarter in a
record assists against
today in the City of
game that went overtime.
Lyndon State on December
Free Choice
Portland on the proposDonahue also scored a
4th. All of these real
for
the
new
Portland
record 40 points in the
cords will stand until
A Non-Profit
West Elementary School.
Bentley game and also in
broken as school records
Polling places will be
the Husson game.
Organization
because this is the first open most of the day.
Bob Bradbury snatched
year of UMPG.
·

Pogo Holds On
And Nips Colby
In its final regular
season game, UMPG's
varsity basketball teem
emerged victorious 48-44
over Colby College last
Tuesday on the home
court.
The game appeared to be
another easy mark for
UMPG in the first half as
the home team led by 18
points at the intermission. The third quarter
proved a different ball
game, however, as Colby
applied a strong pressure
defense to contain the
home team to a mere 6
points wniie they capitalize( on our mistakes
to rack up 21 points and
come within 3 at the end
of the quarter. But UMPG
managed to keep pace in
the final quarter to save
the win and close out
the season with an impressive 8 and l record.
The J.V. 's also played
their final g-ame against
St. Francis College on
Tuesday and posted a big
win 59-31 to give them a
2-1 record for the year.
UMPG took an early lead
and 'while St. Francis
managed to stay in the
game for three quarters,
the pace proved too much
for them as the home team
piled up 25 points in the
fourth quarter. · Freshman
Anna Littlefield led all
the scoring with 18
points.
Badminton also closed
out its season with a
win against Colby (2-1)
to give the team an even
record of 2 wins and 2
losses. Taking both
singles matches, it was
Betty Rowen over Barbara
Badger (11-0, 6-11, 11-2)
and Sylvia Jones over
Judy Guhdel .(11-1, 11-7).
In doubles play, Colby's
team of Kris Miller and
Joyce Ashley defeated
Julie DeLaite and Peggy
McAdams (15-8, 15-2).

The Treehouse Players
will end their season
with John Gay's "The
Beggar I s opera", under
the direction of ·Walter
Stump.
As the first ballad
opera·, "Beggar• s Opera"
can be cited as the
forerunner of today's
musical comedy. It has
entertained audiences
since its first performance in London in
1728. Through Bretall
Brecht and Kurt Weill,
the olay has lived on
in a - modernized version
(The Three Penny opera)
and melodies such as
"Mack the Knife" have
become famous.
One of
the most significant
things about "Beggar's
Opera" is that it was
the most successful
of the early attempts
to interest the middle
class theatre; it did
so through the usage of
middle class ballad airs.
The play itself is a
political satire based
on the King's administra-

performed.
It was the
most successful production of Rich's
career and it is said
to have made "Rich Gay
and Gay Rich."
The cast for the play
has been selected and is
now in rehearsel.
The
members of the cast include:
John McLeod, Joe Hanley,
Tim Whooten, Tom Derrah,
Jim Derpsier,· Mike
Johnson, Ed Chase, Dan
West, Nick Netos, Ron
Colby, Debbie La Shane,
Karen Hadverran, Debbie
Hall, Brenda Humphrey,
Diane Nedeau, Debbie
Holmes, Carole Bohannon,
Sally Derosier, Martha
c. Whitten, Polly Rowe,
Bonnie Chapman, Robin
Lamb, Karen Selberg,
Peggy McAdam, Karen
Smith, Charlene Rainha,
Tom Sauret.
The procuction o~
"Beggar's Opera" will
run during the second
and third weeks in April
at Russell Hall,
Gorham Campus.

Pops Concert To Be Sunday

.Donahue Holds Three
School Hoop Records

If

and

s
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Marathon

Monks Assertion, Hathaway Deni al

(continued from page one)
other resident. The
cast immediately turns
the challenge outward
by going up to individuals in the audience
and asking them, "Will
you love me?"
The Rap Session is
where the experience of
the audience as they
shared the various situations covered in the
play sets the stage for
a meaningful and valuable dialogue between the
cast and viewer. The
format can be group
discussion, formal
questions and answers
or just plain individual talks. This is
continued as long as
it seems practicable
with audience and cast
members exchanging ideas
about Marathon House ...
about hang-ups ... about
pot, speed, acid ... about
honesty ... or any other
road that will bring
them to a final destination of love.
Founded in Rhode
Island in 1967, Marathon
House has expanded from

(continued fro m p a ge one)
Monks called for a n
i mme diate withdrawa l
of t roops from Vie tnam
bas e d only o h the p r i s o ner of wa r situa tion.
He also said tha t he
was f o r t roop with·drawal from Formo sa
regardless of any c onsequences to the i sland . He intimated to
the 40 stude nts in the
class taught by Jack
Pierce that he would
p r efer having the 11
million Formosans gain
cont rol over the nationalists.
Monks asserte d that

Fire Officials

(continued from page one)

dants at the Portland
and Gorham camp uses respectively; George Va n
Amburg, Director of
Student Unio ns, Kathy
A Scene from Marfthon

Public Works Blamed

(continued from page one)
The university's
procedures on inclement
President William MacLeod not calling UMPG
weather state that UMPG
one facility to ten in
classes off Friday.
classes "normally" hinge
the New England area.
Wells said that he
on Wells' decision and
Their play, Marathon is
definitely wants a
that it should be made
a presentation of the
decision on the eleprior to six in the
philosophy that works
mentary classes early
m9rning. __ Wells failure
well in changing the
because Peaks Island
to call off Portland
attitudes which underlie schools early was seen
kids take the boat in
drug abuse. The play
as a reason for Viceat a little after six.
will start at 7:30.

S~hool Official Phoned
(continued from page one)
though that he had only
seen the Viking story
and had only heard of
the Sherwood-Hansen call
and had no other information.
An attempt to call
Floyd Chronister, the
coordinating teacher,
proved futile. He did

Americans have compassion
and he would favor amnesty for draft evaders
after resolution of the
POW issue.
"My biggest worry
each night," the young
millionaire told the
audience, "is that the
people of Maine are
getting screwed."
In response to a
question about growth
of Europe, Monks concluded, "The reason
Europe has been built
up is that they have
been working like hell
for 25 years and we
have been goofing off
for 25 years."

Monahan, head of student activities, Ch~ppy
Menniger,, Associate
Dean for Student Affairs, and Steve Rankin,
Chairman of the Student
Activities Cdmmittee.
Ridley at that meeting reportedly complained of too many
smokers, people standing in front of the
rear exit doors _ard the
bleachers, the electric
cables of the group being on the floor and
the sound mixing board
being lo~ated where
"Someone could reach up
and get a iethal shock."
The fire officials
measured the doors
within the gymnasium and
reported that the exit
capacity was 2550 people (the bleachers alone
hold 2800 individuals).
Ridley questioned
about what would happen
if somebody got killed.
"~;omeone v, ould have been
responsible. Somebody
would have been responsible."
Rollins, contacted
Tuesday night initially
thought that the university had requested
the meeting that morning.
After talking
to
•
'
Ridley,
he
said
however
I •
that ' i t must have neer~
him."
~oll~ns ~e~used to
let out any findings
until a report is issued
to university official s.
When Ridley was asked
who contacted him originally he stated " I do
not feel I should l et
the source of the call
out."
The action was seen
by observers as being
an attempt to eliminate
concerts from southern
Maine by limiting attendance to such a low figure as to make them
unprofitable.

not return the call anp
was out of state on
Friday .
Last Friday noon,
Soule had lunch with
Par ker Albee, Chairman
of the Council, who
appointed the Moscowitz
Greivance Committee .
Subject of discussion
is believed to have
centered around the
greivance committee itA
Job
For
Every
One
Events
self and its power and
by Don Lamontagne
function .
(continued from page one)
Soule sta ted after
New Publications
Updated Teacher Interview List - Gorham
that
lunch that_ he did
ex-drug addicts, Luther
The EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY is now
not
know
about ~he
Bonney Auditorium, Free. 31
b
available for your use at the Gorham
13 - Wo urn, Mass. - I.A., H.S. &
Sherwood-Ha
nsen ohone
Campus Placement Office. This book conJHS
Graphic
Arts,
Metal
Working
call.
Saturday
3/14
Abgusta, Me. - HS Math, Current tains lists of all schools, addresses,
and superintendents of public school
New Journal
Events, Elem. Music
9: 30-3: 30 "Right to Read"
systems in the United States.
3/28 - Van Buren, Me. - All subjects
Soliciting
State Conference, Gene3/29
Massachusetts
Joint
Interviews:
ral session, Gorham
Massachusetts May Have
Hanover, Cohasset, Hingham,
A UMPG Social Science
cafeteria, open to puExtended School Year
Hull,
Norwell,
Plymouth-CarJournal
is now accepting
blic, Lunch $1.50.
In Massachusetts a new law permits
ver, Weymouth - I.A., Art,
articles for publication.
the board of education to establish a
Middle Grades, Rem. Reading,
Articles, which must be
Sunday
12-month
school year. Any city or town, non-fiction can be left
H.S. Math
I
M ;3/30 - U.S. Marine Corps, Cambridge, Ma by vote of its council or town meeting
either with Mrs. Durdan I
may
maintain
and
operate
a
"sufficient
7:00 & 9:00 "The Time a- 4/ 4 - Supervisory Union #21, N.H. (So.
LBH, Portland, or Mrs.
chine" starring Rod TayCoastal area - Hampton-Hampton number" of schools on a year-round
Harriss, Bailey Hall at
lor, Luther Bonney AudiFalls, New Castle, Rye; Seabasis. However, the law does NOT reGorham. All articles
torium, Free.
brook, North Hampton South
quire the board to establish such
must be submitted for
8:00 Pops concert, UniHampton, Winnacunnet Cooperaschools in cities and towns that have
consideration by Friday
versity Band and A Cative) - all subjects
not voted for 12-month schools. March 31.
pell a Chorus, Russell
4/12 - HudsoH, N. H. - all subjects
From Legislative Review, Education
The journal will
Hall, Free.
4/12 - Ports-0uth-Cranston, R,I, - all
Commission of the States.
primarily consist of resubjects
search papers which have
Friday (March 24)
4127 _ TEACHER PLACEMENT DAY
Interviews are being scheduled for
been sub~itted to ~acult~
5/11 - U.S. Navy, Cambridge, Mass.
Lever Brothers on March 13, while
members in the past
7:00 & 9:00 "A Man Called
Friendly
Ice
Cream
and
W.
T.
Grant
several years. H'o wever,
Horse" starring Richard
If
interested
in
an
interview,
please
representatives
will
be
available
for
some shorter· pieces
Harris, Luther Bonney
call
the
Gorham
Placement
Office,
1st
interviews
on
March
14.
Students
inof
writing will be inAuditorium, Free.
floor Corthell Hall, tel. 839-3351,
terested in an interview should contact eluded.
ext. 241 or 242 for appointments at
the placement office in Payson-Smith
A tentative distriyour earliest convenience. Interviews
or tel. 773-2981, ext. 327.
bution date of May 1
are filling up early.
Although interviews have not been
has been set by the
scheduled, job openings are available
journal.
Q.
Two or three years ag 1
Vacancies Received This Week
in the following firms: sales posithere was an old carriagerN STATE
tions open for New England Life, Morse
Library Hours (Sprin g Recess)
house which was destroyed
Speech & Hearing Therapist; Business_ Shoe Co., International Youth Marketat the Portland campus. Ed./Math - Freeport, Maine
ing Inc., and Georgia Pacific; price
Gorham
Portland
Could you please tell me OUT-OF-STATE
clerk, Maine Hardware.
what happened to the
Exceptional Child, I.A., Biology,
Several eight week summer jobs are
March 18
closed
8:00-1:30 'March 18
beautiful weather vane
Spanish, Social Studies, English, T.V.
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